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Fantrolls are stupid! Fantrolls are stupid! Fantrolls are stupid! Well, at least maybe. So let's say you want to make one, how can you go about making a good fantroroll? You don't know. But if you were to know, it requires some criteria. (That's my opinion, you dare not get diapers if you disagree with me)
♋♈♉♊♌♍♎♏♐♑♒♓ DICK SMARTS FANTROLL GUIDE ♋♈♉♊♌♍♎♏♐♑♒♓ 6 Letters, first and last name- its optional, but your troll is what? Well, he/she? If so, congratulations, if not, you could really keep it I use 6x6 for the sake of the sequence As trolls even have that so fuck it . Is that smart?
Nothing like Ferrer or Snoose? Or something that isn't real?. Also, it's alien like, We won't find a troll named Carlos very... Original. (Wow Carlos just said that his name is boring) is three to keep it astrological, while the zodiac has already been used you can aspire to another character. Indeed, you don't
have to use an astrological character, just don't give your character a damn stupid character like an unknown wtf puree. Make your troll character visible! And remember! ON SHIRTHemospectrum. Blood matters. see Hemospectrum, Google it. Note that each blood color has a certain trait to it and try to
abstain from red because of the red mutation that is rare. And if your troll's blood color is anything but the color of a hemospectrum, you screwed up. Remember that the blood of a troll is their pride. No troll can just not fuck about hemospectrumTrolls not just love things, they have interests. According to
Dixmart, hemospectrum is too limited. only one teal color and one Cerulean color. I say fuck it. I allow variations in color. Hemospectrum should be flexible and full of variety! Horns. Please don't make your fantroll's horns look like THIS! Or like this. OR HOLY CRAP WHAT IS IT?! However, for the sake of
Canon keep your troll horns from resembling the original troll horn set. The quadrants and the - Stick to that. and no human sex. If you plan human sex well. What can I say. I'm not going to stop you. (Because actually I want to touch the cana) Remember in the quadrants, in the culture of trolls, quadrants
are said to be destined to be filled, so if the troll gets matesprit it is destined to be a thing. Remember that a troll can only FILL ONE DIVISION QUADRANT ON TIME - You can't have two MATESPRITSAbstain from sweet love matesprit or any confrontation with original trolls. Terezi and zetof, but. Dendry
and zetof Lusus - Not much has to go with Lusus, you can be creative in this part. -But remember, Lusus is always white and the same color of your troll's blood!-Hair, Keep it black. Minor colored strips fine as long as the color of their blood. Keep from using brightly colored grey fine clothing and jeans too
(Vriska), No one wants to be dazzled the usual unhealthy fuck of your fantral for bright colored clothing (Seadwellers are exempt from this rule)ALL TROLLS to observe Gamzee's in Stay away. most (or all really) are culled (killed) for their mutationsIf you follow the hemospectrum chart at the bottom, you
should be good to go! Homestuck only states that the trolls who played Sgrub are the only trolls to interact with people. Since when Sgrub just had a game reprogrammed by Sollux then shared with his friends through a troll, Sgrub never went global. Please note that affiliating your trolls in the Sgrub game
is very difficult, some of them can do it and they do the swell job. SLEEP AND GOLD. DERS AND VIOLET. I see a lot of bugs where the troll will wear a purple dreamtype but will say they are prospit. And remember, Dreamtype clothes are mostly pajamas. The headlines you should never butcher. The
guardian of nature and the God of Wisdom are not names. Go to the local MSPA wiki for the title information 'Flashpoint zero is exempt from most canonical rules such as type of sleep, lusus, wrestling specibi, human troll interaction because it is au. However, the Fantrolls that Carlos built are given these
things for flexibility. AU IS EXEMPT FROM ALL RULES don't let the other prosecute you for using AU. The advice was jokingly stated that all trolls are canonical. While you can make a troll, don't do it to go for a crappy ass troll. Developing your fantroll should be as simple as developing any other
character. DSN Dick-Smart Note: I treat the development of a troll as I would human, it may be silly, but the development of premiss is not so far-fetched Add flaws! Weaknesses in the troll are just as necessary as adding a flaw in the person! NEVER MAKE YOUR FEMALE TROLL SHY! That's because
it's the most cliche thing ever for any female character. I only have one female character who is shy and it works very well for her your troll doesn't have to be a psychoWatch for fashion features. You can keep them, as long as it's a moot point, but most trolls find fashion stupidWhy every troll should have
a predatory thirst for something sweet? This is one kind of rule I tend to break but this will only be dominant in two of my 12 TRY NEW LUSUS trolls! --Usually used lusi---WOLFDEERDRAGON ---TERESY MAN!--FOX-Wtfman-Be expansive with hives --Usually used hives-treehouse -Terezi, stay fuck-far-
cave-nepeta, stay fuck-away-LOWODS: Weak, live short, mutants are selected, Considered as snout to higher blood, tend to have the mental ability to compensate for their weakness ----------------------------------- None of these blood can not marine life --------------------------------------
MUTANTS/LOWBLOOD TIER 1---- Stay fuck away ♋ #FF0000----HTML red-FFFF00----♈ #8B0000 HTML yellow #00FF00----HTML green #00FFFF----HT #FF00FF----ML LOWBLOOD TIER 2 #7C0A02 BARN RED #800000 BURNT BRICK ♈ #8B0000 RUST----------------------------------- LOWBLOOD
TIER 3 #80461B COPPER ♉ #CD5700 BROWN #7B3F00 STAINED BRASS #954535 #80461B КАШТАН КАШТАН TIER 4#D4AF37 POPPY #b78727 UNIVERSITY OF STANISLAUS GOLD ♊ #CBA135 GOLD #FCC200 GOLDEN POPPY (MIDBLOODS: Считается «средним классом», как правило,
оттенок зеленого цвета, может получить психические способности »----------------------------------- »MIDBLOOD TIER 1» ♌ #808000 OLIVE (2) #568203 AVOCADO #6B8E23 США ARMY OLIVE DRAB #556B2F FOREST GREEN----------------------------------- «MIDBLOOD TIER 2» #2E8B57 PINE
#059033 EMERALD ♍ #00A86B JADE----------------------------------- »MIDBLOOD TIER 3»♎ #008080 TEAL #367588 PALE TEAL------------------------------------------------ Считается низкой благородством----------------------------------------------CERULEAN CLASS: Тем не менее считается midblood, но
также может быть самым низким значением highbloods, НЕ SHADE ЗЕЛЕНЫЙ. Способный к зрению в 8 раз----------------------------------- «MIDBLOOD TIER 4»♏ #007BA7 CERULEAN ζ #08457E DARK CERULEAN #1DACD6 CERULEAN (CRAYOLA) #2A52BE INDIGO CERULEAN -------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- «HIGHBLOODS: Самый высокий из ранга, NO PSYCHIC ABILITIES, они, как правило, живут дольше и очень обычно сильны». ----------------------------------- «HIGHBLOOD TIER 1»
#000080 NAVY #1034A6 PRUSSIAN BLUE ♐ #0000FF BLUE ----------------------------------- »HIGHBLOOD TIER 2 субджуггляторы только» ♑ #8F00FF MADI GRAS PURPLE ----------------------------------- «SEA DWELLING : They are exempt from the rule of bright colored clothing, they are only marine
dwellings. ----------------------------------- ------------------ ----------------------------------- ♓ #66023C ♒ #800080 ----------------------------------- #9F00C5 ROYAL BLOOD COLORS /BLACK/GREY/GUNMETAL/PALE GREY/WHITE/TRANSPARENT/- IF YOU DO THE WORLD THIS BLOOD COLOR IT IS
MUTANT, NO HOW MATTER HARD YOU TRY TO JUSTIFY WHY YOUR TROLL HAS THIS COLOR, YOU WILL LAUGH ON THE TH///Flashpoint zero WANRING : YOU can get suspended from RP TABLE if you fail TO CHANGE YOUR troll'S blood color Do yourself a favor and never make fantroll it
back. Seriously. (Oh man, it's just awful) Worst Fantrolls: You can always go here as a reference or for a nice laugh. Here you can see the worst of the fantroll that not to do when developing FantrollThe Best Fantrolls: SKOL! These fantrolls are so nice to it almost as if Hussey himself made their
Hyperbole lol. You can come here for glory! SORTORS: So you made a fantroroll? Well, that's good, you can send him here to give him a full and fair critique. They will connect you with an understanding of what to add and what to remove. Pretty good FantrollsThese pretty good, Carlos himself was on
this site and can only make comments about how not in their sprites, but pretty well drawn. As the creator of Defcon, he would suggest you take a look at these two, especially if you do Fantroll. Fantroll.
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